This paper explores the inter-connectedness and co-evolution of transportation networks and land use through the application of a Markov Chain model. This model investigates how individual cells, with both land use and transportation network attributes, change over time. Cells with more transportation network available are more likely to develop, and cells that are developed are more likely to attract additional highway investment.
INTRODUCTION
It has long been a mantra among planners that transportation policies and networks drive land use and it has also been a mantra among civil engineers that networks are built where the people are. Can it be that both are right?
Since the widespread introduction of paved roads early in the twentieth century, more and more roads, of higher and higher quality and capacity have been constructed.
However, despite the growth in transportation networks, there has been even more growth in the demand for transportation networks. Vehicle kilometers traveled has outpaced lane kilometers in most cities (e.g. the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul (Levinson and Karamalaputi 2003) ). This has led to significant increases in congestion, and over time, falling speeds on many links (TTI 2002) . This leads many in the engineering community to believe that when they are building roads, they are simply responding to existing needs.
Similarly with the growth of population and of cities, more and more land has been devoted to developed uses (commercial, employment, and residential) and less to "undeveloped" uses (agricultural and recreational). These trends are especially visible in growing metropolitan areas that have steadily added to their spatial extent. Of course, that development would be impossible with concurrent construction of infrastructure such as streets and highways. The phenomenon of induced demand, whereby an addition 1% roadways leads to some increase (typically 0.2% -0.8% (Parthasarathi et al. 2003) ) in travel demand leads many in the planning community to conclude that it is transportation driving travel demand. While the length and number of trips per person may change (and has been increasing), transportation surely cannot be directly blamed for the increasing number of people that is the dominant part of the increase in travel demand.
In this paper we explore the inter-connectedness of the evolution of transportation networks and land use through the application of a Markov Chain model. This model investigates how individual cells, with both land use and transportation network attributes, change over time. We can see whether cells with more transportation network available are more likely to develop, and whether cells that are developed are more likely to attract additional highway investment. While this paper does not consider land use density directly, it does consider land use type, and as cells change type, we can conclude that some form of development is likely to be occurring.
The next section of this paper outlines the Markov Chain model. This is followed by a discussion of the Twin Cities data used in the study. The subsequent section develops the transition probability matrices used by the Markov Chain in our case. Those matrices are analyzed to understand the empirical regularities that appear in the data. 
THE MARKOV CHAIN MODEL
It is fair to say that the co-evolution of urban highway network and land use is a complicated stochastic process; therefore, it is more appropriate to analyze the coevolution with a probabilistic rather than a deterministic model. Among probabilistic processes, the Markov Chain Model, employed in this paper, provides a powerful tool for analyzing the system evolution through time series, and it has been applied in many fields of research.
The Markov Chain Model has a discrete-time version and a continuous-time version. In this study, we concentrate on the discrete-time version. A discrete-time Markov Chain Model describes the evolution of a process through a sequence of states S
with equal time intervals, such as S(0) --> S(1) --> S(2) -->…… S(t), where S(t) indicates the state of the system at time t. S(t) controls S(t+1) through transition probability p ij , where p ij is given by p ij =P(S(t+1) = j | S(t) = i)
We can describe the transition probabilities in a more compact way by arraying them into a square matrix P, called the transition matrix. The transition matrix looks like this: Given the present state of the system S(t), matrix P provides the probability to go in one step from state S(t) to state S(t+1), that is
S(t+1)= P×S(t)
For a system with an initial state S(0) and transition matrix P, the consecutive states in equal time intervals are estimated in the following succession:
S(1)= P×S(0), S(2)= P×S(1), S(3)= P×S(2) ……
A generalized expression can be that given the current state S(t), the kth power of the transition matrix P provides the conditional probability that after k steps' evolution the system becomes state S(t+k), that is
This indicates that we can predict the future evolution of a system by determining the transition matrix P.
Of the few applications of Markov Chain Model in spatial social-economics and geography, land-use, and transportation research, Lever (1972) used a four-zone Markov Chain Model to predict the probable future distribution of manufacturing establishments.
The transition matrix was estimated by counting the probability of the movements of firms from Zone i to Zone j, ( i,j = 1,2,3,4) throughout 1959 ( i,j = 1,2,3,4) throughout to 1969 ( i,j = 1,2,3,4) throughout . Clark (1965 
DATA
High-quality GIS land use and highway network maps for the Twin Cities
Metropolitan Area from 1958 to 1990 were developed from paper maps (Table 1) . Then a lattice layer is created which is composed of 188× 188 m square cells. This lattice layer was transformed into polygon coverage which shares the same corridor system with the land use and highway network layers. The land use layer and highway layer were merged into the lattice layer, the cells of the lattice layer then contain the spatial information of land use and highways. 1958, 1968, 1978, and 1990 wherein each cell is classified into one of five types of zones E, R, M, A, and W, based on land use:
• E (Employment zone), which contains Commercial areas, Industrial areas, 
TRANSITION MATRIX
A Markov Chain Model moves from one state to the next controlled by the transition matrix. In this study Years 1958 Years , 1968 Years , 1978 Years and 1990 are the successive states 1 . A transition probability matrix can be derived from each pair of the successive states.
S(1958) S(1968) S(1978) S(1990) ……
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For the 1958 -1968 period, 1968 -1978 period, and 1978 -1990 period respectively, we get three transition matrices P 1958-1968 , P 1968-1978 and P 1978-1990 (Table 3 ).
The highlighted cells indicate the maximum of each row.
From Tables 2 and 3 , we can derive some important evolution tendencies of highways and land use.
The percentage of land use distribution in different zones is shown in Figure 2 . Next, we will discuss the effects of transportation on land development. Figure 5 shows the development of Agricultural and Recreational zones. It is obvious that highways do affect the development of Agricultural and Recreational zones. Agricultural and Recreational zones without highways (AN) have the lowest probability to convert to urbanized land use (E, M, and R), while Agricultural and Recreational zones that contain both upper and lower level highways (AB) have the highest probability to convert to urbanized land use. These facts indicate that the construction of highways contributes to the urbanization of land development. Figure The effect of land use on transportation growth is an equally important topic, addressed in Levinson and Chen (2004) , which demonstrates that an area's land use attributes and population density level do have significant relationships with the area's likelihood of highway development.
PREDICTION
Section four presented the Markov Chain Model and transition matrices, some important evolution rules of highways and land use were summarized. Markov Chain Models also allow us to predict the future development of a system. 
Chi-square tests of goodness-of-fit are conducted for the three pairs of predicted and observed percentage distribution in Table 4 , the null hypothesis is that the differences between the predicted and observed distribution is due to chance only. All the four p values for the calculated chi-squares are much larger than 0.1, so the null hypothesis is not rejected, that means the difference between predicted and observed distribution under the null hypothesis is the result of chance, and therefore negligible. The predicted distribution is acceptable.
The quality of the predictions using Markov Chain Model depends on the constancy of the transition matrices. We can get good prediction results if the successive transition matrices are approximately constant, for example, the predicted distributions of (1978) and S(1990) 
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